
DaPulse Management
---------- ORGANIZATION ----------

Main Boards
A main board is only accessible by JVC members. The only boards that are setup as main
boards are those that do not require outside people to access. All JVC Internal items are set as
a main board. Main boards are displayed at the top of the sidebar in DaPulse

Shareable Boards
A shareable board is designed to share with people outside JVC, like contractors, clients, and
vendors. All clients are setup on a shareable board. Shareable boards are displayed at the
bottom of the left hand sidebar in DaPulse.

Folders
Unfortunately, the way a project manager or admin setsup the organization in DaPulse is only
user based. So it will not be displayed with other members of the team. It is MANDATORY that
you set your DaPulse up with Folders for each client, and that each client's boards are filed
under that folder. You can move boards by dragging and dropping them.

1. CLICK NEW under SHAREABLE BOARDS and choose the FOLDER option.
2. Name the folder with the client's name.
3. Drag and drop all relative boards to that folder.
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Nomenclature
You will notice a nomenclature has been established for how we name boards. The Tasks and
Processes boards are added by a project manager. They should be at the top of your board list
under their relative client folder.

Boards are named with the client code (usually initials) and then the board title. (i.e. SD: Clinic
List) And this nomenclature is MANDATORY and will be followed by all team members.

NEVER RENAME A BOARD without manager approval.

One exception to the naming of the boards is if it's a board that contains action items and
associated with dates. (Tasks, Processes, Scheduling, etc boards fall into this category.) Those
boards are named with DP before the client code. DP stands for DaPulse, and is necessary for
displaying in the Google Calendar integrations properly. A DP board would be named as DP
IFCO: Tasks

Second exception to the naming of the boards is if it's a board that contains action items and
associated with dates AND is a Special Projects board. Those boards are named with SP after
the client code. SP stands for Special Project, and is necessary for displaying in the Google
Calendar integrations properly. A special projects board would be named like: DP IFCO SP
Membership Project

Creating New Boards & Sharing Protocols
It is the responsibility of the project manager to create new boards as needed. If a PM requests
a you to create a board, it is vital that you do it as they instruct, name it according to the
nomenclature, and file it into the relative folder.
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You must also share that board with all JVC team members.

It is mandatory to create a task under the TASKS board (relative to the client) for Jaimie to do
the calendar integrations. ONLY JAIMIE WILL DO CALENDAR INTEGRATIONS.

You will need permission from Jaimie, or your project manager, to provide access to any board
to a client or outside user, PRIOR, to sharing with them.

---------- COMMUNICATIONS ----------
There are 4 levels of communication when using DaPulse.

1. Updates
2. Notes
3. Questions
4. Files

Updates

Updates are MANDATORY. As you are progressing through a project, you will update items
such as due date, status, % complete, priority levels. Or perhaps a task is a multi-day task, and
it requires an update at the end of each day so your project manager understands the status on
the task.

When this happens, an update is required on the pulse.

i.e. You've changed the status to "Waiting on Client" - the project manager is going to need to know
WHY you did this, or what the holdup is, etc. Ensure your udpates are thorough and reduce (it's not
always possible to eliminiate this, we understand) any unecessary needs for your project manager to
ask further questions.

Updates are not always required. They are only required when there's a change to one of the
pulse fields or when a task is a multi-day task and requires an end of day update.

Do not put updates that are of no use. Too many updates will clog the feeds and reduce
efficiency. Keep it to the point. Think bullet-point and shorter is sweeter. Keep the jokes at
bay, since many clients will see the udpates. Professionalism is 100% necessary!

Updates are handled by clicking on the task name. A sidebar opens with the UPDATES column.
(see #1 below)

After an update has been made a number will appear in the task title. (see #2 below)
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Notes

Notes are for special project items such as files, and items for the scope of the task.

Feedback from clients, or from supervisors fall under notes.

How to do the task, falls under notes.

SOP links, and Google Document links fall under notes.

When creating a note, please name the note something clear so it's easily found in DaPulse
searches. (see #3 below)

Notes are found by clicking the task title, a sidebar opens, click the Info/Boxes (see #1 below)
and click "add note" (see #2 below)
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Files

Files are an integral part to our business. Files are filed in Google Drive under the relative client
folder.

There are two options for attaching the files to a task.

1. Add it as a note (as explained above)
2. Click ADD FILES and upload it.

Most times we will simply add it as a note, because we use Google Drive links. Be sure to name
the note box FILES and ensure all files are linked under that one note box.

Add the name of the file, plus the link so it's clear what the link will open.

Q&A

Questions are always going to come up. In DaPulse you treat your question as an UPDATE.

Be sure you tag the person the question is related to so they are alerted.

When reply to a question use the REPLY feature on the specific update, and again, tag the
person you are replying to.

There is a Q&A feature available. That is used when a client sends us an email highlighting
several questions that need to be addressed. It allows us to sort through each question, one-
by-one rather than trying to answer them all in one strand. This is rarely used, and mostly used
by project managers when they have to record a conversation, or launch a project/series of
tasks from a series of Q&A that need to be documented.
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---------- MANAGEMENT ----------

How to Use Boards
Most of the boards are templated in some method, espcecially the TASKS and PROCESSES
boards. Following a consistent protocol will be necessary to ensure ease of workflow and
reduce reduntant communications and confusion.

Dates

In TASK boards, there is a DUE DATE field.

In PROCESS boards, there is a NEXT DUE DATE field, and a LAST COMPLETED date field.

It is absolutely MANDATORY that these due dates are correct, and adjusted as necessary. They
must always be current. The due dates is what run the entire protocols to getting tasks done
on schedule.

Task Boards

1) Group Name

Each board can be separted in various group designs. It is dependent on the client, their brand,
their divisions, and their specific needs. Some may only be separated by Open Tasks at the
start of their time with us, but the boards may evolve with further groups as a project manager
sees necessary.

2) Pulse
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A row is called a "pulse" and the first column in the pulse is the name or description of the task
at hand.

3) Person

This is the person resposible for getting the task completed. This person can change
throughout the lifecycle of a task or project as different phases or assistance is required for
thorough completion.

4) Due Date

As previously mentioned, this due date is VITAL to the success of the board and the completion
of all tasks. Ensure the due date is realistic, and only change it when instructed to by a project
manager. If a due date is past due, it will need to be updated. Past due dates are not
acceptable with this system. If a task isn't getting done, it may require the entire project to be
updated with due dates.

When a due date is changed, more than once, it is vital that Jaimie is notified.

5) Status

This is the status of the task. Anything on HOLD should not be worked on. It is likely because
the project manager needs to prepare an assignment for the assignee first, or there is
predecessors to that specific task.

Waiting on Client is used when the project is at a stop because we're waiting on information
from the client.

Escalated to PM is used when the task requires the attention of a project manager, and is
generally a sign there is an issue or a roadblock.

6) % Completed

Many tasks will just whiz through and this column may not require updating, because the task
will be completely very quickly. But for bigger tasks that may take a few hours, or days, it is
MANDATORY that this % Complete is updated throughout the term of the task, and at
minimum, 1x per day. Without this information, it is difficult for the project manager to see the
progression of the task.

7) Priority Level

Most tasks fall into the normal category. In the event you see a priority level of high or critical,
you need to ask your project manager for insights on how to address the task escalation. You
would generally need to ebgin with the higher priority levels, of course, but there may be
exceptions to that matter.

8) Timeline
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Timeline is reserved for project managers, and is only used when a project is expected to take
longer than 1 day, or there's an event, or a period of time that is being reserved for that specific
project. Timelines are mostly used in the Special Projects boards.

Special Projects Boards

A Special Projects board is necessary for bigger projects that have more than a couple steps to
accomplishing the goal. The Special Project is still listed as a single Pulse in the Tasks board, but
the breakdown of the tasks are put into the Special Projects board.

It is important that due dates are maintained as per general protocol, including ensuring that
Jaimie has integrated the board with Google Calendar.

A special requirement to the SP boards, however, is when the SP is closed out, the Google
Calendar must be unsynced and removed from the calendar. This is something that Jaimie will
need to do, and therefore, the very last task in any Special Project is assigned to Jaimie to close
the board. (This is setup in the template for special project board.)

The general protocol for the GROUPS within the special projects is to reserve them for
milestones of the project, or specific organizational purposes if milestones aren't necessary.

Process Boards

Process boards are used for items that are recurring in nature.

As with all boards, the due dates are vital to the success of this board, but are a bit different
than the task boards, as we have to account for the recurrance feature.
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Next Due Date is updated when a task is completed, and the Last Completed date is also
updated.

The next due date is synced to the Calendar, so it is vital that it is updated.

Status is updated when something goes on hold, or requires escalation due to a problem.
Updates on the pulse are mandatory when the status is changed, and ensure you are

mentioning the person who needs to rectify the holdup.

---------- GETTING STUFF DONE ----------

Check Assignments Throughout the Day
Checking assignments throughout the day is done in one of two ways.

1. Search in DaPulse (very simple and intuitive!)
2. Your Google Calendar

Search in DaPulse

At the top of the screen, click in the search box.

A list of quick searches will show up, and you choose the I'm Assigned To
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All items that are currently OPEN that are assigned to you will appear. (Image below also shows
why those due dates are so vital!)

You can filter by date to see the exact date range you're interested in, by clicking Filter by date.
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You can also export to excel for a to do list. Click on the gear in the upper right hand corner,
and choose export to excel.

Review your Google Calendar

All tasks and processes are synced to your Google Calendar!

Simply choose which calendar(s) you want to see and your events will appear in your calendar.
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Or review and print your agenda right from Google Calendar too!

IMPORTANT: Daily Agendas!

It is MANDATORY that you create your agendas daily! Whichever method you choose, you must
do this daily.
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It is also MANDATORY, if you've printed or exported your agendas, that you also check your
digital versions of your agendas throughout the day to catch any midday tasks and/or urgencies
that are come up, or are scheduled.

Use your agendas as a checklist, not as the primary source of your items that are due. And
realize that they'll change daily.

One other reason for the daily changes is your processes won't appear scheduled out in
advance. They will only appear when you've updated the DUE NEXT date on your process
boards. This will change your weekly agenda by the day.

Calendar Nomenclature
Your calendar needs to be accurately color-coded so it's easy to communicate with the team,
execute tasks, and efficiently read it!

As the image above indicates, you'll follow this process for color coding your calendars. Choose
light color tones, otherwise it's difficult to read the task, and there's no reason to have to create
an excuse that you didn't see something clearly.

PROCESS calendars are GREEN

TASK calendars are BLUE

EVENTS or MISC calendars are YELLOW

Calendars with an EXPIRATIONs are ORANGE

BIRTHDAY, OPS, ANNIVERSARY calendars are GREY
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